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There is no law 
regulation about 
AAI in Poland. 



The only official 
document is the list 
of professions with 

the name 
"kynoterapueuta/
dogoterapeuta"



But there is no 
information about 
the education of 

the handler and no 
requirements for 

dogs. 











International cooperation

IAHAIO AAII

SCIENCE



NEED OF STANDARDISATION



The PADA protocol



STANDARDISATION in DOGS



1. STANDARISED MENTAL TESTS FOR DOGS (PADA)

2. STANDARISED TRAINING FOR DOGS / INSTRUCTOR 

TRAINING 

3. STANDARISED CERTIFICATION



Why it is important to 
test the dogs?

01

02

03

04

Taking care of dogs welfare

Taking care of patients welfare

Matching human-dog team to proper activity

Providing the first step of education

Participants welfare
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• 18 excercises

• Dogs decisions

• Professional assessment



Why do we use PADA?We can use it in different
countries and compare the 

results.

It is standarized

The protocol has scientific
background

It is scientific

You score the dog with an
application

It is easy to use

The PADA protocol has
detailed manual with guidlines
how to work with it

It is complete

And helps to choose proper
dog, tested by proffesionals. 

It meets IAHAIO guidlines

One, internatonal database
helps to copare the results of 
PADA test without the 
borders. 

It helps science
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Step by step

Dog certification path



PADA

Mental test

AAA 
AAE/AAT

Training and 
certification

Requirements



AAA

Exam

AAE/AAT

Exam

































Do you have any questions?

Thank you for your attention!

Magdalena Nawarecka-Piątek
m.nawarecka@zwierzetaludziom.pl
+48 606 489 555


